The Path to Mastery for Feng Shui Practitioners
A master in any profession is defined by their experience, their community service, and their teaching. In order
to ensure that new students can follow a Path to Mastery, a path had to be created. Many contributed to the
elements of this path. You are encouraged to tread it according to your own self-designed education. You know
what you need to study in order to enhance your professional expertise, promote your business, and serve your
community.
There are no deadlines or timelines on this Path. You will learn and grow at your own pace. No one will track
your records but you. You are responsible for the entire process.
Instructions:
1) Take Continuing Education Courses in any subject that correlates to your Feng Shui Practice. This can range
from Flying Stars to Reiki to Magic to Marketing to Accounting. You know which skill sets you intend to have.
Document each course with hours in decimal format, listing the course title, and the details requested.
2) Provide Community Service by speaking for a library, seniors group, organizations, schools, or scouts. Simply
define your presentation and list the details requested.
3) Teach others in workshops you offer yourself, workshops offered by your teachers, in programs offered by
others to which you contribute, or in collaboration with groups. Document what you taught and the other details
requested. You can count the hours of teaching, but not the hours required to create the curriculum.
4) Publish your teachings in print in books or articles. Create videos or record the audio of your teachings. You
can record your workshops, presentations, and even your books. Count pages published as 15 minutes/0.25
hour each. Count video or audio by the actual minutes in the recording. Flyers, postcards, memes, and bumper
stickers count as one page/0.25 hour each. Consider 120 pages as one publication.
5) Perform Feng Shui Consultations, both residential and commercial. Perform transcendental rituals and create
cures. Count the hours one for one - one hour of consulting for one hour of credit. Complete at least 18 hours of
consultations. Keep records of your clients and dates of the consultations as your documentation.
When you have completed the requirements for mastery, look to the teacher from whom you took the most
Continuing Education for your Certification of Mastery. If they don’t offer such Certification, try the person
next prominent in your Continuing Education. I am always available for certification, regardless of whether or
not you have studied under me. Submit a payment of $54 to the school to which you apply for your Masters
Certification, to thank them for the time involved in reviewing your life work to date, and for providing your
certificate.
NOTE: To achieve level of GrandMaster, after Certification, for twelve (12) years, the Feng Shui Master must
maintain a minimum of six (6) hours of Continuing Education, three (3) hours of public service, the training
of three (3) other students to Mastery, and publish a minimum of one book (120 pages) per year. Once this has
been accomplished, you may create your own Certificate of Grand Mastery and request that three of the people
providing the majority of your Continuing Education to sign the document.
— • —
This Path to Mastery is an option available to any Feng Shui Practitioner. You may follow this guidance as you tread
your career path or you may create your own. To have a Feng Shui School certify your mastery, however, you will
need to provide evidence of your continued education, service, and teaching.
Anyone who has already met these requirements who would like to receive Certification of Mastery can simply
complete the form and submit it and their $54 fee to their teacher to request Certification.

